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The rather separate growth of two strands of work on personal informatics and AI technologies has prompted increased interest
in AI-based personal information technologies. Such work however faces the challenges of user limited mental models of
technologies in general and AI ones in particular, and of their ethical concerns. To address such challenges, the paper proposes to
build on HCI work on user mental models, sociotechnical infrastructures and ethical design. The paper concludes with a reflection
on our findings in these areas and articulates novel directions to address the identified challenges in order to design more ethical
AI-based personal informatics systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The third wave HCI and its focus on everyday life has led to increased interest in personal informatics
technologies, explored by HCI scholars through mobile, tangible or wearable systems, aimed to provoke, delight,
motivate or support change. While research prototypes of personal informatics technologies lead to “small data”
such as those collected usually through limited interactions in lab-based evaluation studies, the working prototypes
deployed and evaluated through longitudinal studies in the wild, can lead to “big data” sets. The same is the case for
commercial personal information systems from mobile apps [8][22] to online platforms such as SilverCloud
providing cCBT programs [35].
In parallel, we have seen a growth of AI technologies which is now prompting increased HCI interest in how to
extend the body of work on personal informatics towards designing AI-based personal informatics systems.
However, despite the emerging work on explainable AI [3][11], we know little of how AI-based personal informatics
systems can be better understood, and designed for to account also for their ethical challenges.
In contrast to traditional interactive technologies, AI-based technologies present additional challenges for the
development of users’ mental models [31], originated in users’ limited understanding of how AI-based technologies
more broadly and in particular personal informatics ones work. The latter pertain to users’ personal data and their
ethical implications [18] including awareness of the flow of data as well as its value generation. The current

discourse on AI-based technologies and their impact on users’ privacy and trust [24] reflects these challenges.
However, while most work on explainable AI has focused on making transparent the process through which specific
user recommendations or decisions are inferred through deep learning, there have been limited efforts to explore
explainable AI from a human-centered approach [1][11][32][35], and even less so for understanding the flow of
data and its value generation. Indeed, most traditional user models have focused on technologies leveraging merely
personal data [29]. In contrast, the integration of personal data into big data has received limited attention. User
mental models reflecting this integration will not be trivial to develop, as they will most likely require an
infrastructure perspective including multiple stakeholders and data sources. In addition, the value of personal data
for AI-based technologies positions users in a new role, beyond the mere consumers but also as key stakeholders
without whose data, such technologies would not be possible. In this position paper I argue for two promising
directions to address such challenges by leveraging HCI research in user mental models, and the emerging work on
designing for sociotechnical infrastructures. The paper frames AI-based personal informatics technologies as
sociotechnical ones where data is gathered across distributed users and their personal informatics technologies.
2 USER’S MENTAL MODELS: SOCIOTECHNICAL INFRASTRUCTURES
HCI research on mental models has consistently shown their importance for helping users to better complete a
broad range of tasks [25][26][27][30]. Such work has also highlighted the distinction between functional or
superficial mental models developed by novice users supporting them to use a system, and the structural models
developed by expert users and reflecting deeper understanding of systems’ inner working [12][29][33]. This
distinction emphasizes the challenges of novice or less technical users to develop mental models of everyday
technologies.
While most work has looked at personal informatics technologies [1][2][19][34], less research has explored
mental models [9] of large scale sociotechnical infrastructures [35] that involve the integration of actors, materials
and information [15][28][35]. Sociotechnical infrastructures such as those underpinning AI-based technologies, be
them personal informatics systems in particular, or blockchain [15][16][28][29] and IoT technologies [30] more
broadly, have been mostly explored from technological lens. In this respect, HCI work for understanding user
mental models of such complex, distributed technologies has started to emerge. However, exploration of novel tools
supporting the understanding and development of these models is rather limited.
An illustration of such tools for supporting user mental models of blockchain sociotechnical infrastructures is
BlocKit [17]. While traditional tools for representing mental models tend to be in text or diagrammatic form [13],
BlocKit was designed to offer a tangible representation of blockchain infrastructure. Building on material-centred
design and embodied cognition, it metaphorically represents key concepts such as bitcoins, wallets, passwords,
private and public keys, transactions through physical objects made of clay, paper or transparent containers. The
affordances of these objects allow users to manipulate them in ways that support the understanding of these
concepts. An evaluation study with blockchain experts has shown the value of BlocKit to support high level of
engagement while communication and designing for blockchain infrastructure. More importantly, BlocKit has also
strengthened experts’ structural mental models of the inner working of the blockchain infrastructure [17].
Another example of sociotechnical infrastructure is that explored in developing contexts for making of, and
selling cultural heritage artifacts such as songket fabric. Such infrastructure involves diverse and geographically
distributed social actors from weavers, designers and merchants to customers who despite different levels of digital
literacy, successfully engage with technologies such as smartphones, tablets, computers, drawing software,
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Facebook, Instagram or WhatsApp, and online payment services to ensure their needed flow of information and
materials [36]. Such work revealed the importance of understanding and designing for this rich social layer of
infrastructure, and the sensitivity needed to account for the interdependency of its actors engaged in “mutually
advantageous exploitative relationships”. The findings also highlighted hybrid artifacts capturing the songket from
its design in digital and physical form, to its materialization in fabric, and how the novelty of such design ensures
value creation within the songket’s supply chain [26].
3 REFLECTION
I now reflect on how these findings can offer new insights into how to address the above challenges of designing
more ethical AI-based personal informatics systems. First, is the importance of extending explainable AI through
novel tools for materializing users’ mental models of such technologies, supporting users’ understanding of, and
engagement with them, but also for questioning their ethical underpinnings. Here, we can draw inspiration from
design cards which help articulate abstract concepts of technology acceptance theories [20][21] or BlocKit
leveraging embodied cognition metaphors to materialize high level concepts of blockchain infrastructure [17].
Second, our framing of AI-based personal informatics technologies as sociotechnical ones where data is
gathered across distributed users and their diverse technologies is important. As shown by findings on songket’s
supply chain [26], the social layer of infrastructure matters as do the digital-physical artifacts supporting value
generation. For the former, we argue for the importance of going beyond the mere focus on users of AI-based
personal informatics, but to consider the large social layer including other users, developers and third party entities
with whom one shares their data. Full transparency in this respect will support building trust and long term
adoption of such technologies.
Third, such materialization should capture not only the flow of data but also the flow of data as asset and its
generated value, alongside with the novel business models allowing users to become co-beneficiary of such value,
beyond the mere personalization. Indeed, tthrough their continuous use and the provision of their data, users
become ongoing co-creators of their AI-based technologies. Those benefiting from these are users themselves, other
users sharing similar characteristics, as well as developers of these technologies, albeit only the latter benefit
directly from monetizing such data [23]. This poses interesting questions from an ethical perspective [25], given
the potential of AI-technologies for the 4th industrial revolution and its anticipated impact on labor market [14].
Finally, with regard to ethics, the significant impact of AI-based technologies in our everyday lives has led to a
growing number of ethical concerns and their pressing demands to be addressed. For specific domains such as
digital wellbeing [4] or affective health [5][6][9][10], AI-based such technologies feeding into big data raise even
stronger ethical concerns, given its highly private, sensitive content , or biodata which may further challenge users’
anonymity [25]. This begs the question of how to balance the benefits of big data for personalization with such
ethical challenges. The two points above outline novel approaches to answer this question by innovative business
models that allow sharing the value being created with users themselves, and materializing the flow of such data
and value to support users’ understanding of such technologies and their informed decisions on data use.
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